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I saw the black maid park the Cadillac
in the lot of the Indian Harbor Yacht Club.
When she hefted the first huge silver tray
of delicacies for that evening’s soiree 
on her boss’s yacht, I offered help.

No, she said, in her starched gray uniform
on orders from her employer. The launch man
in wrinkled khakis and a black cap with gold
braided on the bill, told her no, she couldn’t
ride the launch. Against club rules.

But I am just bringing out the food, she said. 
Everyone looked at the ground. The launch man 
and the maid in their uniforms with strict orders, 
me, at twelve, with my marlinspike and stopwatch, 
still learning the lines, the tactics of yachting. 

I’d never been so close to a black person.
I could see the whites of her eyes flash. 
She was caught. He was caught. I 
didn’t know that I’d been caught. I couldn’t
feel the hook that pinned my tongue to my cheek. 

But stepping aboard the launch, I felt the net, 
woven so carefully by so many hands, 
the seamless, almost miraculously strong,
transparent canopy that would keep everyone
in Greenwich exquisitely and forever in place.

THE NET
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At Fenway, Pedro blew seven innings 
of unhittable smoke. Nomar stretched a triple 
into a home run. My son and I ate dogs, 
almost caught a fly. His first big-league game. 
Repeatedly, he kissed my arm, his thanks inningless, 
our lives beyond all harm.
  
But what about the woman, next row down, 
her earrings, blouse, and skirt too gold, 
her skin too pale, except her nose: 
was that a burn or was that beer? 
She downed three. Her husband, five. 
He spoke no words. In the bottom of the fifth 
he began breathing through his mouth. 
She’d look at him long, would stroke
his arm, nostalgically. He never turned. 
When Nomar cleared the bases, 
they did not rise, they did not cheer.
  
In the seventh, they left. As she passed by
I imagined whispering, Please, start taking
care of yourself. I’ve whispered it
to her many times, seen it 
lift, and fail to lift, the pale 
gold veil of her passing. The body,
no other than the soul. 

Take the body out to the ball game, 
give it a kiss on the arm and a flirtation
with a no-hitter and it will glow for days.
But blink, and the soul scans
the crowd, finds a long-lost sister, 
brings that sister home and shows her to you 
in that morning mirror where 
you shave and shave your face.

body & soul
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As a boy in school doing squat, 
harvesting Fs, clueless about math, 

my notebook covers kept manifesting
the word why, and why in the margins 

of red X-ed quizzes. Caesar wrote, 
“All Gaul is divided” but why

surfaced shy yet pertinacious, even mulish,
a one-syllable clue there might be something 

truer than the facts, 
something better that was hidden, like the thou

in the thousands of alternatives I didn’t know 
I ached to see and hear, 

so why alone showed up scribbled or leaved 
in ornate tendrils etched in my desk or dangled

crossword style from Washington’s W
in my history book, The March of Nations,

into which I fell for years in step 
until I moved to this town where Why 

Vietnam? was painted in yard-high letters 
on the main oil-storage tank.

When Vietnam faded, it left why 
to soldier on alone, absurd,

until just W remained —a single letter,
acronym enough for me to conjure 

after 9/11 the ghost of why 
 slashed in the widow’s peak 

 of the secretary of defense,
in the graph of petroleum futures, 

in the lightning that strikes the cobra
on the bicep of the vet, in the middle

initial of the one-time leader of the Free World
who dreamt he’d been reborn

as a flight-deck prophet,
as a world-historical resonator who heard

 the cries of children he’d helped 
father, though he couldn’t see them

secreting the red ink in which the future, 
 written in other dialects, would flunk him,

and spell out why.

why
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You’re back again, still standing
ankle-deep in red-tinged moss by the edge
of the lake, your buddy Clint, your girl Virginia,
and you, sixteen, drinking beer, laughing,
should we go to the fireworks show.

Trust in this, your forty-first retelling, 
trust it will take you somewhere new.
Even if you do go, you make it home, 
because instead of Clint, Virginia 
sits next to you so when you stomp 
the throttle she touches your right wrist, 
whispers, “Let’s go slow.”

Which is to say, you don’t scream
around that corner, your buddy doesn’t 
yank the wheel, you all don’t hit the tree, 
Virginia, sixteen, doesn’t die,

you grow to actually love her, to receive 
fully what she said one night after a drive-in, 
“Loneliness has made us victims of desire.”
Receive what’s true: her gift at dowsing 
the sweetness that runs in everything.

Better yet, you don’t drive anywhere.
Virginia says, louder, “Let’s not go.
Come, sit with me on this moss. Breathe in
what it’s like to actually be alive.”
 
As the urge for death loosens its noose, 
darkness skies in, explodes with stars, 
the beginningless, the endless, inside us 
there on the moss at the edge of the lake,
now a night kingdom of ten thousand fires.

going slow
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By the window that afternoon
in the brassed mahogany 
office, I slumped by my mother

whose hands gripped her kid 
gloves, her lifeline over
the abyss of failed plans 

for my upper-class education.
The headmaster, John R. Webster—
whose handwriting I can still forge,

so often did I create my own
disgrace-free grade report,
with his florid hand job

of a signature on the bottom line—
ignored us, gazed intently at
something on the playing field

as we awaited the Word. Would he—

Here, let me forge his pause—

recommend me for the prep school
out of which I’d soon be thrown?

He almost didn’t, almost couldn’t, 
tear his eyes from a view he summoned
my mother to share, saying, 

correctly, your son is the sort who,
instead of tending to lessons,
would rather watch . . . He gazed out 

at a tableau where a mutt assumed
the position, her cowed head turned 
toward her hindquarters, where

alpha dogs
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a golden retriever was elaborating 
his version of the historical missions 
of Andover, Exeter, Taft, Saint Grottlesex.
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When the otherworldly poet paused in his elegy
to praise mundane things well done,
I saw my father mowing the fields, 
an owner, a sharpener of sickle bars.
When the pistons on the Gravely 
seized up: he turned to Marvel Mystery Oil 
that came in the same red-and-black can
it had when he was a boy on the farm
where engines, even idling, drove home 
the message of the new century,
pistons honed to narrow tolerances
explosions so fast and well timed
the beat was more persuasive than a heart
or the ruckus of a stump speech
or the belove-loveds of a sermon.

Out with the field hands one day
learning to tune the McCormick reaper,
he got the message his father’s heart had quit.
Right then, he put himself in gear
and tried to be dependable, stoic,
hardworking as a machine.

Oh, I can make it sound grim, and it was,
but he loved that Gravely and wouldn’t quit
working in the Marvel Mystery Oil.
It took two weeks before the rings unfroze.
He knew they would. And I would 
buy a Gravely tomorrow if I had a field to mow.
If he hadn’t sold the farm, I might have
never learned the prairie’s open secret:  
we don’t own it, not even the dust of it
we swallow when it breaks down under the plow,
not even the dust of our fathers, of mine,
a mountain I tried to pulverize.

gravely elegy
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     Cork, Ireland  
 
At age five, my son said, “I’m not going
to that school.” Why? “Mrs. O’Donovan
gets really cross and it . . . surprises me.”

Me, too, surprised by what he said
and by the word: surprise, a quality
I crave in art, its satisfying shock.

We know the root of plague,
but when Oedipus finds out, we share his world-
class surprise. How fitting. How right

my boy was. We found another school,
for it was terrible to be jumped
by a ruler cracking on your desk,

by the way a sugar-and-cream voice,
poured on for grownups, soured
into a riot siren, ordering kids to the front

where Mrs. O’Donovan canceled them,
two strokes of a permanent marker—
on the back of each boy’s hand, an X.
 
Now that I’ve canceled her, I’m embarrassed
it took me twenty years, and I’m surprised 
to see my hands are smeared, appalled
to find our lips ensnarled.

SURPRISE AT IMMACULATE 
CONCEPTION PRIMARY
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There’s something Satanic about irony. —Melville

I, too, dislike it, the knife in the brain,
the step back from the altar of all-the-heart, 
the turn askance to cut down
target area, the wink that wants
to make us complicitous in dissing.
The curdle, the undersnicker, wit’s
scythe hissing its elegy of an emotion.
I’ve spent un-ironed time, felt gusts
of love streak me straight through,
praised vacuuming the stairs, the taste
of clementines, King’s words from jail. 
Now this sadness for my son. Dad, he said,
you gotta see this video online:
a curly-headed, twanging guitar guy
sings the phrase “America, we stand as One,”
over and over, as he descends a bluff
on the western shore and wades,
still singing, into a Pacific morphed
by iMovie into a Jell-O-y American flag.
A bubble insert in the sky shows four
proud soldiers, one from each branch,
suddenly turn to gold dust, swooshed off,
like Tinker Bells, but dead and raised
above the national imperium. 
At this, the singer’s chest pulses
out orgasmic blobs of auroral light as  
my son hops around in glee, sure 
he’s seen a parody. He can’t believe 
anyone could make such cheese. We have a talk about
the upward fizz of kitsch, the teeth in every smile, 
about how powerful, even satanic, it can be
to live in a headspace free of irony.

ironic distance
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Around election time, Maureen had a couple friends from the 
local Zen center over for dinner. As they were digesting the 
Shrimp Diablo, they continued chewing over the dramatic 
contrast between that year’s candidates. They agreed—never 
had there been so clear a choice. Maureen’s spouse, David, who 
did not believe in God, Buddha, or stopping after two glasses 
of wine, said, “Thank God for choice. I’m with the character in 
Isaac Bashevis Singer who says, ‘God is choice.’ I just can’t get 
with the know-nothingism of Buddhism; you know, ‘The Way 
is not difficult; only don’t pick and choose.’”

Camille, who works too hard, said not picking and choosing 
sounded pretty good to her. She’d just returned from tending 
to her mother as she died from oral cancer. “For a month, I did 
nothing but sit with my mom, sleep, get up, swab her mouth, 
talk to nurses, doctors. No question about the shape of my day. 
So strange; my mother was dying and I’d never felt so alive. 
I’d ask myself, ‘Where is my anxiety? Where is Camille?’ I’d 
get no reply. For once, I was exactly where I needed to be. The 
morning Mom died, my daughter and I were spooning with 
her. Only afterward, when I came home and went shopping, 
only then, the supermarket, standing in front of fifty kinds of 
cheese, I felt the old misery return.”

Joelle, who only whispers, thanked Camille, paused, then 
suddenly revealed she had been “taken at gunpoint” at sixteen. 
She was ashamed to use the word “kidnapping.” It didn’t seem 
fair to all the kidnapped who have died. The man had told her 
the many horrible things he was going to do. Joelle said, “In a 
weird way, I’d never been so focused and calm. I didn’t choose 
calmness as some kind of strategy, I just never once saw him 
as my enemy. The world became our talk about his life, about 
his pain. Finally, he let me go. After that, of course, I cried, 
though mainly I felt blessed.” Silence—until David asked, “So, 
Joelle, why the big tattoo?” He was referring to the dragon that 
climbed her spine. “It looks,” he said, “like it’s spitting fire into 
your hair.”  

election
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Joelle’s lips moved wordlessly. Maureen ended the silence. 
“Why, David, would anyone choose to ask a question like that? 
And as to choice, aren’t you the person who saw the dog get run 
over on 95, who slammed on the brakes, ran across the median, 
to hold it in your arms? Aren’t you that fool? Aren’t you the 
same David who called me on his cell to try to tell me about it, 
bawling? Unlike tonight, you were so eloquent I could barely 
understand a word.” 
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My son is downstairs mostly plagiarizing an essay
on human trafficking in Kazakhstan, and I am
up here reading a crib on the Heart Sutra,
the holy sutra, the luminous sutra, the hard
sutra, with commentary by Red Pine, 
who looks serene. I bet he has no kids.

My wife’s worry lines deepen now that my son
has stalled on his essay. How does he feel?
Are we his crooked brokers, selling him 
on college when his truest Harvard
is a kick flip on a skateboard down some stairs?

Mara, the tempter, offered his daughters to Buddha 
and promised to make him king of the world.
Buddha laid his hand on the ground and everything
fell away:  fear, ambition, slavery to appearances,
which, judging from appearances, is widespread,

horrible, yet funny sometimes, like Seinfeld on TV
where everyone is competitive and lusts
pop up like ads to mask pain 
that recurs like the nightmare of showing up 
naked to flunk the Big Exam.

the big exam
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I emerged onto the small balcony
to become uncontained.
It’s a Qigong exercise. 

Between my forefinger and thumb,
I framed a tree on the far hillside. 
As I transported it toward my heart,

a car approached below.
I felt a fool, a child,
so I pretended I was just stretching.

As I did, the tree slipped from my fingers
and for the millionth time, the child 
fell off the balcony, hit the pavement,

got run over, stood up, refused to die.

tree child
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When I monkeyed with the toaster, broke
both knobs, my wife merely rolled her eyes.
I clomped out with the dog, taking
this long route, around the Vocational High.

Ralph galloped half a block, slowed to a trot,
his thoughts changing to turf and scuttling fog.
And then, he stopped, meditating arthritis,
dog years, eros, fidelity, feces, loss.

As we paused, a voice like tintinnabulation 
floated above groaning branches, faded and clarified
in street-lit snatches of fog: “Mountain gate . . . 
hidden sun . . . which way is home?”

I wanted answers so, to Ralph, I said, “Let’s go.”
But the next breeze swatch tossed our way,
“Smoke rises off the lake, suffocating
the heart . . . life among men, not for long.”

I passed a line of party cars outside 
the Sweeneys’ house and just as I saw
Chung So in his jeep, I recognized
the voice as a tape of his ex-wife, Courtney.

Before they left Hong Kong, she’d won 
the island’s English Elocution Contest. 
She lilted her private English versions
of Du Fu, alone in autumn and bereft.

“White dew shrivels, wounds the maples deep
in the woods.” Chung, his head pressed hard
against the steering wheel, almost too drunk to weep,
heard us, looked up. The wheel had left

chinese lamentations 
on morrill avenue
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a deep purple line above his eyes. 
She lamented, “When will we lean out
the windows together and let the moon dry
the tearstains from our faces?” Drunken shouts

from the party couldn’t quite dilute her song.
Chung looked down and groaned. In my palm
Ralph’s balky heart goes on: thum-thum,
thum . . . thum, thum-thum. Not for long.
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I was settling down one Tuesday,
waiting for my egg salad at the IHOP,
when Richard walked quickly by
with Karen, his wife, who smiled.

Moments later he came back,
with my name, and blurted,
“I’ve got Alzheimer’s, so they say.
Can’t remember god damn.
It’s wild.
This might be goodbye.”

Just as abruptly, he returned to his wife,
leaving me for the last time.

The waitress plunked down a coffee. I drank,
uncovered a chunk of someone else’s
ruined doughnut stuck to the bottom,
felt instantly sick.

Richard wrote one last poem—
“Telling Off My Mind.”
But he lingered, turning stranger
and stranger pages
before he died, a poet

as invisible as I am
ashamed to say that
just to write this, I needed to
look up Richard’s last name.

Richard Gilman,
who could write a fine poem,
who called poetry a taskmaster.
He was right. Fire up a crucible,
sing some songs, and into them you die—
sometimes headfirst.

wild god DAmn
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As soon as I go out with my young dog
into the Hopper night, I can see all day
I’ve been playing swine to pearls. I live 

in between the neighbors named Friendly,
thieves who keep their kid locked up, 
and the plumber whose wife crunches his 
numbers and dreams of free love on a tropical isle. 

It’s so late, the students across the street have throttled 
back their rock attack, enough so I can hear
the minister banging out lowdown 
boogie-woogie on his baby grand.

Oh, to be my dog, nose-down gourmand 
snorting up a perfume smorgasbord,
an utter devotee whose temple is the great

yellow hydrant waiting close by
the divorcée’s house. She never smiled
and, last month, killed herself. 

I catch a glimpse of her upstairs tenant
the French aroma therapist, 
weaving himself a silky healing dance.

Since this is March in Waterville
the roadside puddles are still dark panes. 
I break one as I always have, and as I do, 

as if on cue, a guy exits his house, jumps
into his boss pickup, rams it in gear,
and squeals off in our direction. I jump 

onto the dead woman’s snowbank, 
thanking God my dog is on a leash.
The guy tortures the tires—one corner, two, three: 

breaking panes
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He’s back. Rips in his driveway, leaps 
from the cab like a rodeo stud off a bull, 
and disappears inside. Weeks ago, his wife 

and kids took off. Now he yells so loud 
he wakes the baby of the young couple
who’ve just moved here from Prague, 

where Václav Havel, who loved absurdity,
could also say, Hope, like poetry, is anchored 
over the horizon. Buoyant. Full of holes. 
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I pour the shape-shifters 
out of the old Mason jar into the pan. 
The color of honey, sleek  
in their pile of streamlined sibs,
not one of them cares if it’s on top, 
no rivalries, no grasping, 
nothing falsified from skin to core, 
no hint about what’s pent inside
its quarter inch of seed, 
that only gets expressed
when, as now, they’re being boiled in oil. 

Soon they’ll snap the strappings of their haiku form, 
explode ten times their size,
go wild, expressionist; no two the same: 
fist, cloud, snapdragon, cauliflower, 
elephant man, barnacle, meringue, a bowl 
of almost weightless meteors, 
an orchestra of mutant trumpets
all playing off-white tunes, although, 
in each, the husk remains, in caves 
or sunk in sockets like weird eyes. 

For flakes like these, no way back 
to raindrop symmetry. A little salt and butter, 
then on to meet their call: to melt 
in mouths that crave a hint of paradise.

ode to popcorn
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 with thanks to the Central Maine Directory

Faatz, Fabricatore, Fabian,
Fairburn, Fairweather, Farrago,
the moods riffle like willow
fringe in sun squalls, chance 
shaped by alphabet, tribe,
by Faiths, Falconers, Farmers,
a book of unscored notes plucked
on an aphasic mandolin.
A quiver of questions begged. 
Has Feather met Fletcher 
or Flye? Should I call,
harass them? Jane, you’re Falling.

But aren’t we all? How far?
The unanswerables mount! 
How is Doug Ferrin? Why
is Don Fearon? How severe
A. Feaver? Each a full degree of 
evanescent poignancy. A. Factor. 
Is she? For how long, for whom?
What of Funk, Fizzel, Furrow?
Would it cheer them to hobnob 
with Farnsworth, have a fling 
with Frisbee? If only they could
visit Frisco, as I once did,
prismatized by the sixties. There, 
any shape parting fog on Haight
might be Faust or Fellini, Iona
Fortune, Johnnie B. Free.

looking for frisco
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Clouds average about a ton and hang around 
about a week. Today a scudding, megaton
giant fills the sky, an endless scroll unfolding.

Sally’s dead and now I wonder who she was.
Was she her gray-flecked, hazel eyes, 
her commitment to camp out but leave no trace?
Was she her love of dogs, she whose mother 
barked at her and drank herself to death? 
That time we were driving at night
down I-95, was it Sally who said, “What if this is it?”

“Whaddya mean?” 

“Suppose what the headlights show,
suppose that’s all, and ‘all’ is disappearing 
not at the speed limit, but at the speed of light? 

“Or what if the ‘all’ isn’t even there; what if 
light creates what we see? A fiction beam.

“What if our minds create these broken white lines, 
these guardrails, just because we want 
to hang on, hang out together?”  

I loved her wandering wonder, and still do,
but back then I was glad 
I was the one driving.

Now I’m not so sure I was driving. 
I’m not so sure “Sally” ever was
just one particular cloud. 
Before she was born and even now,
if you look her up, Sally is 
a quick leap, a venturing forth.

sally highway
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Last night in bed, after I’d caressed
the aerodramatic curvilinears of my wife’s shoulders

and my fingers had hovercrafted across her
wishbones and were hula-ing tireless circles

around the breasts I love, she whispered, “You should
never have lent money to that sleaze.”

How intimately I understood the truth
of her lament. Though I whispered back,

“Hello? This is your body calling,” I wondered
if animals were ever stabbed by unbidden nonsequiturs.
 
As I wondered, my fingers descended vowel-ly
slopes and began their trackless spiral slippering

across the lower planes of her torsion fields.
When her throat set free the first of its

mammal moans, I knew she was aswim
in the luscious propinquities of the moment.

As I entered the woods my parents warned me about
and made the penultimate turn for home,

the phrase “Orgasmatropic Reinvigorator”
occurred to me clearly as if my mission on earth

was new product development. As if God,
looking on, knew he possessed the heavens

but longed for the juicy pangs of earth
and all he had was words to hurl across the rift.

the mind-body problem
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